
PREFACE

Two fairly simple questions have guided this inquiry along two

lines, one that is descriptive and analytical, and another that is philo-

sophical and normative. The two questlons are: how can one understand

clearly and represent faithfully the cherished values and beliefs of persons

who have lived a very different life from onets own; and, how can one

honor the integrity of other ways of living, as expressed in cultural forms,

without assuming the position of a moral nominalist ? I hope that the

seriousness of my concern with these questions, if not their satisfactory

resoluti.on, i.s evident in this study"

The rapid emergence and development of community organizations

during the 1960rs in urban America seemed to call for studies of these

social phenomena which would be objectively responsible and ethically

reflective" There was little chance that knowledge could be developed

about these societal changes which would not have lmmediate implications

for policy decisions" These policy decisions would lmpinge directly upon

the lives of the persons whose communal struggles were thus documented

and analyzed. The kind of study which this one purports to be seemed

to be justified, therefore, and was undertaken.
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The thanks which I owe to the men and women of the West Side

Organization for the privilege of sharing a portion of their intriguing

experience in self-determination can never be overstated. They w.ere

open and hospitable to me and my announced intenti.ons at a time when

others in similar groups resented and resisted one who came to them

for information on matters so vital to their Iives,

To my teachers in the university of chicago, especially to

Gibson winter and Lloyd Fal1ers, I express my profound thanks for

their guidance and encouragement. The long and patient attention given

by Mr. Winter to me and to my work, in the years when I was no longer

technically a student in his care, attests to his remarkable quality of

loyaIty, a virtue I honor most highly.

As this study concerns symbolic meanings represented in

actions, the great debt of gratitude I owe to my wife, carol Jean, is

symbolized by the fact that even these words of love and appreciation

of her have been given her to type and prepare for inclusion in the thesis.
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